New analytical and numerical results of dynamics for both linear and nonlinear system with two degrees of freedom are presented. For a mechanical chain system with two degrees of freedom, oscillations are investigated analytically and numerically with corresponding comparing between free and forced oscillatory dynamics of linear and nonlinear system. Also, energy analysis and transient energy between the mass particles in the system are discussed. Using Mihailo Petroviċ's theory of the mathematical phenomenology elements, phenomenological mappings in vibrations, signals, resonances and dynamical absorptions in models with two degrees of freedom -the abstractions of a different real system dynamics are identified and presented. Mathematical description of a chain mechanical system with two mass particles coupled by linear and nonlinear elastic springs and with two degrees of freedom is given. By analysis of corresponding solutions for free and forced vibrations, series of related two-frequency regimes and resonant states, as well as dynamical absorption states, are identified. Besides, by mathematical analogy and phenomenological mappings, the analysis of series of dynamics of other two degrees of freedom models dynamics (torsional system, double pendulum system, double electrical circuit) is performed
Introduction
N Reference [10] authored by Rašković D., the series of examples of electromechanical analogous vibration chain systems are presented. Mathematically described homogeneous chain dynamics and the corresponding system of linear ordinary differential equations are solved by a trigonometric method for different cases of both end conditions. In References [1] [2] [3] different results of investigation of both free and forced oscillations of the system dynamics are presented, as well as the dynamics of hybrid systems which mathematical descriptions are analogous with mathematical description of the chain system dynamics. 
I
The qualitative and mathematical analogy presented in the books "Phenomenological mapping" [8] and "Elements of mathematical phenomenology" [9] , both written by M. Petrović, are the theoretical basis of numerous results obtained in different scientific areas. See systems presented in Fig.1 .
References [5] [6] [7] by Mitropolyski contain series of different asymptotic methods of nonlinear mechanics known as the Krilov-Bogolyubv-Mireopolyskiy asymptotic method applicable for investigation of the nonlinear phenomena around known solutions of corresponding linear or nonlinear differential equations.
In the following we shall analyze linear and nonlinear vibrations of a nonlinear system with two degrees of freedom oscillations together with a comparison of vibration properties and related phenomena [4] .
Vibration system with two degrees of freedom
Let us consider linear and nonlinear dynamics of a two mass particle chain system in free and forced regimes. In and two degrees of freedom expressed by corresponding generalized independent coordinatestranslator displacements k u , 2 , 1 = k and with both fixed ends is presented. We propose that coefficients of nonlinear elasticity of the springs are cubic.
Then, we can investigate two cases of this two degrees of freedom chain system: 2. a* both ends. of the chain are fixed and 2.b*one end of the chain is fixed and the second is free.
Kinetic and potential energies, for the cases when a chain is with both fixed ends (a*), or the left one fixed end and the right one free (b*), are: Differential equations of the linear two-mass particle dynamics:
The previous system of differential equations presents free linear oscillations, which appear under the initial perturbations of the equilibrium state, by initial perturbation of the coordinates and initial velocities. Initial conditions of a linear system can be defined at the initial moment 0 t = ,
, k = 1,2. Next, we continue with the analysis of vibrations of the system with both fixed ends as in Fig.1*a. Corresponding matrix of inertia coefficients and rigidity coefficient for corresponding linear two mass particle chain systems, with defined kinetic and potential energies (1*a) as well as by a system of differential equations (2), (see Fig.2 .a* ), are: 
Frequency equation for the linear system defined by a system of differential equations (2.a*), by using matrices (3) (see Refeence [42] by Raškoviċ) is in the following form:
The roots of the frequency equation
and present a square of eigen circular frequencies of oscillatory linear chain system with two mass particles and with two degrees of freedom.
Cofactors of the considered system are:
and they are obtained from a determinant (4) in the frequency equation as co-factors of the second order and corresponding column for corresponding eigen circular frequency (characteristic number). General solutions for mass particle displacements, taking into account only free vibrations components (modes) are: 2  1  1  0 1  2  2  0 2  2  2 cos cos
where s A and 0s α , 2 , 1 = s are integral eigen main coordinate amplitudes and phases as unknown constants determined by the initial conditions.
Initial condition: Initial displacements 
and after using the initial conditions:
Since the modal matrix of the linear system (2.a*) is a matrix of determinant of previous both subsystems of the system (9 in Fig.3 , time-history graphs for both mass particle displacement for free linear vibrations (a*) and corresponding phase trajectory graphs (b*) are presented using pure analytical expressions and MathCad software tools.
Free linear vibrations of a double mass chain linear system are with constant total mechanical energy, because system is conservative, and the sum of kinetic and potential energies is constant and equal to the initial values of total mechanical system energy: 
which is the initial total energy of equilibrium system perturbation and which caused free oscillations of the linear system. Solutions of the system of linear differential equations (2.a*) for linear system mass particle displacements are obtained numerically, too, by a direct numerical integration of these differential equations. The simulated results were performed using the MATLAB program package. The differential equations derived from the model were integrated using the ode15s solver. All numerical simulations were performed with the absolute and relative tolerance values equal to 1 × 10 -20 and 3 × 10 -12 , respectively. 
In Figures 3 .a* and b*, typical time history graphevolution of two coordinates-mass particle displacements 
In Fig.4 the corresponding phase trajectory portraits of two-mass particle displacements and velocity for the same parameter values as for the system time -history graphs presented in Fig 
, u t v t u t = are presented. Quasi-periodic, twofrequency behavior of the mass particle displacements is observed, corresponding to moving over the torus manifold of the system in phase space and corresponding subspacesphase planes. for given parameter values.
Forced vibrations of the linear system. Resonance and dynamical absorption
Differential equations of the linear two mass particle forced vibrations for the case that one external excitation t F 1 01 cosΩ is applied to the first mass particle and t F 2 02 cosΩ to the second mass particle are in the following form: 
Particular solutions of the previous subsystem are components of the particular solution of governing system of which solutions are obtained using principle of superposition of solutions for free vibrations and particular solutions of the previous subsystems.
Particular solutions are proposed in the following form:
After introducing the proposed solution in matrix differential equations (17) and (18), we obtain corresponding algebra subsystem along the unknown
, and it is possible to conclude that both algebra subsystems posses the same determinant of the subsystem in the following form: C Ω are shown for forced vibrations of the first mass particle (a*) and the second mass particle (b*) for the case that a single frequency external excitation is applied to the first mass particle of the two mass particle chain linear system. From the amplitude frequency curve ( )
C Ω for the first mass particle, at which the external single frequency excitation is applied, we can see two resonant frequencies Ω at which the dynamical absorption appears, ( ) 0
From the amplitude frequency curve
, for the second mass particle at which there is no external single frequency excitation, we can also see two resonant frequency and two vertical asymptotes, but no frequency at which the dynamical absorption appears. We can conclude that in the forced regime at the amplitude -frequency curve ( ) 2  1 1 Ω C of the first mass particle loaded by the external single frequency excitation appears at one frequency dynamical absorption, but in the frequency curve ( ) 2 1 2 Ω C for the second mass particle no loaded directly by the external excitation there is no frequency at which appears the dynamical absorption. This is a fascinating dynamical state and single event and when directly loaded mass particle in forced regime with zero initial condition this mass particle is in the forced rest, and the second mass particle no directly loaded is in the forced vibration regime. C Ω for forced vibrations of the first mass particle (a*) and the second mass particle (b*) for the case that single frequency external excitation is applied to the first mass particle of the two mass particle chain linear system. ( c*) Graph of increasing term in expression for mass particle displacements, ( ) 
and 
As the modal matrix of a linear system is a matrix of determinant of the previous both subsystem algebra equations (27) and (28) 
and
, we obtain: 1  1  1  2  2  01  02  22  2  2  1  2   2  2  2  1  2  2  2  01  02  21  2  2  1  2 cos cos cos cos 1  2  0 1  0 2  22  21  2  2  1  1  1  2  1  01  02  22  2  2  1  2   2  2  2  1  2  2  1  01  02  21  2  2  1  2 cos cos cos cos 
Solution for the first mass particle forced displacement vibrations for the known initial conditions and no resonant 2  2  2  1  1  1  0 1  0 2  1  0 1  0 2  2  21  22  21  21  22  21   1  2  2  2  1  1  01  02  1  01  02  2  21  22  21  21  22  21  1  2   2  2  1  1  1  2  1  2  01  02  1  21 22  2  2  1  2   2  2  1  2  1  2  01  21 21  2  1 cos cos 1 1 sin sin cos cos cos 
Resonant regimes appear when the external excitation frequency is equal to one of the two eigen circular frequencies of the basic system. After analysis of the component terms in general solutions, see expression (31), we can conlude that the expression contains the terms corresponding to pure free vibrations with eigen circular frequencies s ω , 1, 2 s = and terms depending on all four circular frequencies, two eigen circular frequencies s ω , 1, 2 s = and two external excitation frequencies
Lat us separate the term corresponding free two frequencies vibrations of the first mass particle displacement: 
Terms depending on all four circular frequencies, denoted in a sum by ( ) ( )   2  1  2  1  2  1,2  02  1  21 22  2  2   2  2  2  1  2  02  1  21 21  2  2   2  1  2  2  1  02  2  21  22  2  2   2  2  2  2  1  02  2  21  21  2  2   2  2 1  2  1  2  02  1  21  22  2  1  2 cos cos cos cos cos cos cos cos 1 sin sin
As it is visible from the expression (32), terms expressing component of the first mass particle displacement, denoted by ( ) which are oscillatory with increasing amplitudes with time and tends to be infinite with time t → ∞ . This is visible in Fig.7 .c*.
For numerical integrations we transform the previous system for forced vibrations in the following:
Typical time history evolution graphs ( ) t u 1 are given below in Figure 8 . for F 01 =0.1 and F 02 =0.15 and two cases are given: one corresponding to resonant frequencies 1 1 Figure 8 . c*, and the other for non commensurable frequencies 1 1 Figure 8 . a*and b*. , u t u t for resonant forced oscillations in a bounded interval of time are presented, and visible that elongations increase with duration of time interval in which system is under the external excitation loadings. 
Nonlinear free vibrations of two mass particle chain system
Nonlinear differential equations for free vibrations of two mass particle chain system are in the following form: 
Free nonlinear vibrations of a double mass chain system are with constant total mechanical system energy, because the system is conservative, and a sum of the kinetic and potential energies is constant and equal to the initial values of the total mechanical system energy:
. Total mechanical energy of the nonlinear system at the arbitrary moment for free vibrations is: 
We propose that nonlinear free vibrations of two mass particle chain systems with small nonlinearities are small and that approximation of the solution and nonlinear circular frequencies of nonlinear modes is possible to obtain in the first approximations.
For obtaining the first asymptotic approximation of the solution of the system of ordinary nonlinear differential equations, we start by a solution of the corresponding linearized system (see part 1, solutions (7) and (8)) in the following form: 
are the functions of time. We apply the Lagrange's method of variation constant and method of averaging, under the condition that the first derivatives of the proposed approximation of the solution are equal as these functions are constants (see reference [5] [6] [7] ). After introducing the first and the second derivatives into the system of nonlinear differential equations (35) for the simpler case that the first and the third spring are nonlinear elastic, and the middle one is linear elastic 1  2  1  2  1  1  22  21  21  22   3  2  1  2  0  1  1  2  2  22  21  21   1  2  1  2  1  1  22  21  21  22   3  2  1  2  2  1  1  2  2  21  22  22 sin cos cos sin cos cos 1  2  1  2  1  1 1  22  21  21  22   3  2  1  2  0  1  1  2  2  22  21  21   1  2  1  2  1  1 1  22  21  21  22   3  2  1  2  2  1  1  2  2  21  22  22 cos cos cos cos cos cos 2  1  2  1  2  2 2  22 21  22 22   3  1  1  2  0  1  1  2  2  22  21  21   2  1  2  1  2  2 2  22 21  22 22   3  1  1  2  2  1  1  2  2  22  22  22 cos cos cos cos cos cos
Then, to the previous system the averaging actions are applied along the full phase ( ) ( )
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Two circular frequencies of the nonlinear free vibrations in the first averaged approximations are:
( ) ( ) . It is possible to conclude that free nonlinear vibrations of two mass particle chain in the first approximation oscillate with two frequencies which are nonlinear functions of the initial nonlinear mode amplitudes, and that amplitude are constant in the first approximation during the vibrations and equal to the initial values.
Numerical experiment over the system of nonlinear differential equations (35) As we can see, in the nonlinear case, double quasiperiodicity with a moderate increase in amplitudes is obtained as a response to the resonant frequency forcing. Namely, the amplitudes are approximately quasiperiodically increased and decreased. In Fig.13 the typical time history graphs -evolution of the first mass particle coordinate-mass particle displacement ( ) t u 1 for forced nonlinear vibrations are presented. For three no resonant cases frequencies of the external excitation forces are: (a*) analysis are presented. For a mechanical chain system with two degrees of freedom the oscillations in non-resonant as well as in resonant case expressions of solution are derived. Using the direct numerical experiment over the corresponding system of differential equations a series of graphical presentations are presented. The comparison between linear and nonlinear system oscillatory, free and forced dynamics give some conclusions. Also, the analysis of the total mechanical energy of the system is analyzed. Using Mihailo Petroviċ's theory of the mathematical phenomenology elements, phenomenological mappings in vibrations, signals, resonances and dynamical absorptions in models of two degrees of freedom system dynamicsthe abstractions of different real system dynamics are identified and presented by a Figure containing different physical models of the dynamical systems. By using the mathematical description of a chain mechanical system with two mass particles coupled by linear elastic and nonlinear elastic springs and two degrees of freedom expressed by corresponding generalized independent coordinates -translator displacements and corresponding analysis of solutions for free and forced vibrations series of corresponding two-frequency regimes and resonant states, as well as dynamical absorption states, are identified. By using these results and mathematical analogy and phenomenological mappings it is possible to make the corresponding analysis of the series of dynamics of other two degrees of freedom models and their dynamics (torsional system, double pendulum system, double electrical circuit).
apsorbciji, u tim modelima, dinamička apstrakcija različitih modela realnih sistema identifikovane su matematička i kvailitativne analogije. Matematički opis jednog mehaničkog lanca sa dvema materijalnim tačkama spregnutim linearnoelastičnom ili nelinearno elastičnim oprugama i sa dva stepena slobode kretanja je prikazan zajedno sa odgovarajućom alaizom kinetičkih parametara. Analizom odgovarajućih rešenja za sopstvene i prinudne dvofrekventne režime oscilacija i rezonantnih stanja, kao i stanja dinamičke apsorpcije došlo se do novih sazanja o interakciji modova u nelinearnoj dinamici. Korišćenjem matematičke analogije i fenomenološkog preslikavanja svojstvenih fenomena izučavanog mehaničkog sistema, pokazano je da se ta saznanja mogu koristiti za saznanja o fenomenima i svojstvima dinamika drugih apstrakcija realnih sistema modelima sistema sa dva stepena slobode oscilovanja (napr. dvojnog klatna, ili modela torzijskih oscilacija vratila sa dva diska, ili dvojnog električnog kola). I u najkraćem, analitički i numerički rezultati linearnih i nelinearnih dinamika sistema sa dva stepena slobode su prikazani kao univerzalni, koji se mogu preneti i na različite druge sisteme analogijama i preslikavanjima fenomena.
Ključne reči: nelinearna dinamika, oscilacije, sopstvene oscilacije, prinudne oscilacije, oscilator. Ключевые слова: нелинейная динамика, колебания, собственные колебания, вынужденные колебания, осциллятор.
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